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Underwear

Use functional underwear that
breathes and keeps you warm!

Layer on layer or the multilayer principle

Many of us dress according to this principle when we are 
performing leisure activities, but forget our knowledge 
and go back to old solutions when working. If you work 
in an office, that is probably no problem, but if you work 
outside, it is of great importance to dress functionally. If 
you do not dress right you will easily get tired and 
frozen!

When you are physically active and your body produces 
moisture and heat, you have it difficult to concentrate 
and you feel uncomfortable. If you sweat a lot in old-
fashioned underwear they get wet and you become cold 
later on. Björnkläder’s underwear helps you to be more 
comfortable.

The main object of the base layer is to transport moist 
away from your skin, the middle layer gives you warmth 
and ventilates/transports the moisture further away. The 
outer layer should protect you against wind and rain and  
it also should be breathable to prevent moisture staying 
on the inside of the garment. 

Coolmax underwear

A thin "super" fabric, which transports the moist away from 
the body. This is a base layer to wear closest to the body. We 
chose Coolmax to give the best functionalibility. Excellent fit. 
Material: 100% polyester (48% Coolmax). Weight: 145 g/m².

Size:  S - 3XL

OrderNo: 980099  Functional shirt, coolmax, black/grey
 980199  Underpants, coolmax, black
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Underwear of merino wool

Facts about merino wool
The wool from the merino sheep 
is very fine and curly which binds 
a lot of air and gives good 
insulation. The name Merino 
most likely comes from 15th 
century Spain, where "Merinos" 
were the royal sheep inspectors. 
Our wool comes from Uruguay, 
where there is no mulesing.

Underwear

Underwear merino wool

Björnkläder' s base layer in wool combines merino wool with artificial 
fibre and combines their best qualities. You get the insulating quality 
of the wool and the strength, endurance and moisture transportation 
ability from the artificial fibre. Anti-odor. Dark-grey with rust red 
seams. 50% wool/50% polyester, 210g/m².

Size:  XS - 3XL

OrderNo: 050079438  Functional shirt, merino wool, dark grey
 051079438  Zip polo, merino-wool, dark grey
 052079438  Underpants, merino-wool, dark grey
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Underwear in wool/acrylic

Björnkläder' s middle layer is a mix of wool/acrylic that 
works in a broad temperature span. The wool gives 
warmth, the synthetic fibre adds strength and moisture 
transport ability. The weight of 250 g/m² gives more 
warmth than the thinner underwear models. Non 
odor. Black with orange seams. 60% wool/40% 
acrylic, 250g/m².

Size:  XS - 3XL

OrderNo: 058079299  Zip Polo
 059079299  Underpants

Warm breathable wool underwear!

Underwear
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Underwear of microfleece

Microfleece underwear

Micro fleece belongs to the middle layer if you dress 
according to the several layer principle. It is an 
insulating layer, which lets the moist from the base 
layer through. The zipper in the shirt lets you open up 
and let out some heat if you like. Material: 100% 
micropolyester. Weight: 170 g/m².

Size:  S - 2XL

OrderNo: 983099  Zip polo, microfleece, black
 983199  Underpants, microfleece, black

Underwear




